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Abstract 
In this paper we show that a 2-connected locally semicomplete digraph of order at least 8 is 
not cycle complementary if and only if it is 2-diregular and has odd order. This result yields 
immediately two conjectures of Bang-Jensen. 
1. Terminology and preliminaries 
In this paper we shall consider finite digraphs without loops and multiple arcs. For 
a digraph D, we denote by V(D) and E(D) the vertex set and arc set of D, respectively. 
The subdigraph induced by a subset A of V(D) is denoted by D[A]. A directed path or 
cycle is called a dipath or a dicycle, respectively. A dicycle with the vertices 
x1,x2, . . . . x&and the arcs x1x2,x2xj, . . . . x&x1 is called a k-dicycle and is denoted by 
x1.x2 . ..x&xi. A k-dipath is defined analogously. 
If xyeE(D), but there is no arc from y to x, then we say that x dominates y. If A and 
B are two disjoint subdigraphs of a digraph D such that every vertex Qf A dominates 
every vertex of B, then we say that A dominates B, denoted by A+B. The outset 
N+(x) of a vertex x is the set of positive neighbours of x, and the inset N-(x) the set of 
negative neighbours of x. More generally, for a subdigraph A of D, the outset N+(A) of 
A is the set of vertices not in A to which there is an arc from a vertex in A, and the inset 
N - (A) is defined analogously. ) N + (x) 1 and1 N- (x) 1 are called outdegree and indegree 
of x, respectively. We say that a digraph D is k-diregular, if 1 N+ (x)1 = IN -(x)1 = k for 
every vertex x of D. 
If D is a strong digraph and S is a subset of V(D) such that D-S is not strong, then 
we say that S is a separating set. A digraph is connected (chordal) if its underlying 
graph is connected (chordal, i.e. it has no induced cycle of length greater than 3). 
A digraph is semicomplete if for any two different vertices x and y, there is at least 
one arc between them. A tournament is a semicomplete digraph without 2-dicycles. 
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A digraph D is locally semicomplete if D[ N+(x)] and D[N-(x)] are both 
semicomplete for every vertex x of D (see [ 11). A local tournament D is a digraph such 
that D[N+ (x)] and D[N- (x)] are tournaments for every vertex x of D (see [3]). 
Two subdigraphs of a digraph D are said to be complementary if they are disjoint 
and span D; that is, their vertex sets form a partition of V(D). A digraph is called cycle 
complementary, if it has two complementary dicycles, each of length at least 3. 
If we replace in a digraph D every arc xy by yx, then we call the resulting digraph 
the converse of D. It is clear that D is cycle complementary if and only if the converse 
of D is cycle complementary. 
In [l] Bang-Jensen has shown that many of the classical results for tournaments 
have natural analogues for locally semicomplete digraphs. In particular, he proved 
that every connected locally semicomplete digraph has a Hamiltonian dipath, and 
every strong locally semicomplete digraph contains a Hamiltonian dicycle. So, a lo- 
cally semicomplete digraph D is cycle complementary if and only if D has two 
complementary strong subdigraphs, each of which has at least 3 vertices. The problem 
of complementary cycles in tournaments was mentioned by Thomassen (see [S]), and 
it was completely solved in [S] and [6]. Despite the existence of an infinite family of 
local tournaments without complementary dicycles, Bang-Jensen [2] conjectured the 
following: 
Conjecture 1. If D is a chordal 2-connected local tournament such that D has 
a dicycle of length at most LI V(D)1/2], then D has dicycle C such that D- V(C) is 
strong, unless D is a member of a finite family of local tournaments. 
Conjecture 2. If D is a 2-connected local tournament such that D has a dicycle of 
length at most LI V(D)1/2] and, furthermore, D contains an induced dicycle of length 
at least 4, then D has a dicycle C such that D- V(C) is strong. 
In this paper we shall give the following complete characterization of 2-connected 
locally semicomplete digraphs which are cycle complementary. 
Theorem. Let D be a 2-connected locally semicomplete digraph on at least 8 vertices. 
Then D is not cycle complementary if and only if D is 2-diregular and 1 V(D)1 is odd. 
From this theorem we can immediately deduce the two conjectures of Bang-Jensen. 
The next result due to Bang-Jensen [ 1, Theorem 3.13 plays an important role in our 
proof. 
Proposition 1. If D is a connected locally semicomplete digraph that is not strong, then: 
(a) IfA and B are two strong components of D, then either there is no arc between them 
or A dominates B or B dominates A. 
(b) If A and B are two strong components of D such that A dominates B, then D [A] and 
D [B] are semicomplete digraphs. 
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(c) The strong components of the digraph D can be ordered in a unique way 
D,,Dz, . ..> D, such that there are no arcs from Dj to Di for j> i, and Di dominates 
Di+lfor i=1,2 ,..., p-l. 
IfD1,D2,..., D, are the strong components of Proposition l(c), then we call D, the 
initial component and D, the terminal component of D. 
2. Proof of theorem 
Suppose that D is k-connected (k>,2), but not (k+ 1)-connected. Then D has 
aseparatingsetS={s,,s,,..., sli > of size k. It is easy to see that D - S is connected (see 
[l, p. 3753). According to Proposition l(c), the strong components of D-S can be 
ordered in a unique way D, , D,, . . . , D, such that there are no arcs from Dj to Di for 
j>iand Di dominates Di+l for i=l,2,...,p-1. 
By Proposition l(b) and [l, Theorem 3.33, every strong component Di 
(i = 1,2, _. . , p) has a Hamiltonian dicycle or is a vertex. Since D is k-connected, we 
deduce N-(D1)=S=N+(Dp). 
We define 
D; = D,, A1 =p, 
~~+l=min{j~IV+(Dj)nV(D~)#fJ} 
and 
D1+~=DC~(D~,+I)u~(D,i+l+,)u...~~(D~i-~)l. 
Sowehaveanew orderD’i,D’,,...,DL(2<r<p)ofD,,D,,...,D,suchthat thereare 
onlyarcsfromD:+, toD:fori=1,2,..., r - 1. Using Proposition l(a), it is not difficult 
to show that 0: is semicomplete for i= 1,2, . . . , r and D;-D’l. 
Suppose that D is not cycle complementary. We shall show below that then D is 
2-diregular and 1 V(D)1 is odd. We consider two cases, depending on the value of r. 
Case 1: ra3 (see Fig. 1): Since D is a locally semicomplete digraph, there exist no 
arcs from S to Di-2, . . . , D;, no arcs from Di, . . . , 0; to S, 0; dominates S and 
S dominates D1. Furthermore, D[S] is also semicomplete. 
Assume without loss of generality that P,,=slsz...sk is a Hamiltonian dipath of 
D[S] and Pi=x’,x’;...xi, is a Hamiltonian dipath of 0: for i= 1,2, . . . , r. Then 
x\EV(D~~) and x~~EV(D~,_,_~) for i=2,3, . . . . r. Note that the k-connectivity of 
D implies that 1 V(D:)l = ni 2 k for all 1~ i < r. 
Now we consider two subcases. 
Subcase 1.1. I V(Di)l = n,> 2: Since D is locally semicomplete and k-connected, we 
can assume without loss of generality that every vertex of S- {si } has at least two 
positive neighbours in 0:. Therefore, we have 
s+x’1, (S-{s13)+x’zl D;+x;- l, xi +x:-l n, 
for i=3, . . ..r. 
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Fig. 1. 
If 1 V(D;)(=n,a2, then D-V(C) with C=S,X;X\-‘~~~X~S~ is strong. 
NOW let 0; = (xi ). Since D is k-connected, we have 1 N+(D,_ 1)1 2 k. It follows 
that ) N’ (Dp_ 1) n Sl2 k - 1. If there exists a vertex sj in S with j> 2 such that 
sjEN+(D,-I), then it is not difficult to see that D[(S-(~~})u{xl,,x~-~, . . . . xi}] is one 
of the two strong complementary subdigraphs of D. Otherwise, we deduce that 
N+(D,- 1)= {xi, sl) and k = 2. Now we may assume without loss of generality that 
D has the arc x:s,. If there is a strong component DAi with I V(D,J >2, then 
is a dicycle and D - V(C) is strong. Therefore, it remains to check the case 4, = {xi } 
for i=1,2, . . . . r. 
In the following we show that I V(D:)l = 2 for i = 2,3, . . . , r. Suppose to the contrary 
that I V(DJ)( 23 for some 2<j<r. Then D- V(C) with 
is strong again. Thus, for i = 2,3, . . . , r, the subdigraph 0: is a 1-dipath. Furthermore, 
we observe that I V(D)1 is odd and r>4 since I V(D)1 28. If D is not 2-diregular, then 
D has at least an arc s1 x5 or s2 x;- ’ or x: s1 or xi xi; ‘(i = 3,4, . . . , r), but each such arc 
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yields a contradiction to the fact that D is not cycle complementary. This means that 
D is 2-diregular. 
Subcase 1.2. 1 V(D:)l = 1: Since D is k-connected, IN-(D,) nSI > k- 1 holds. There- 
fore, S contains a vertex si with S-si cN-(Dz). If I V(D’J( 2 2, then, similarly to 
Subcase 1.1, we can show that D is cycle complementary. In the remaining case 
IV(D’i)l=l, we observe that IN+(D,_1)nS13k-l. 
Suppose r>4. If si#N+(D,-I), then it is easy to see that (S-s~)-+s~. It follows that 
S dominates D2. Now we see that C =s~x\-~x~-’ ._.xisi is a dicycle and D- V(C) is 
strong. Otherwise, the subdigraph D,_ 1 dominates S and we see again that 
D[(S-si)u{xi-1,x~-2, . . . . xi}] isoneofth e wo strong complementary subdigraphs t 
of D. 
Suppose r=3. Because of 1 V(D)1 28 and I V(D;)I > k, the subdigraph 0; has at 
least 3 vertices. We consider at first the case p>4. If si#N+(Dp-I), then 
N+(D,_,)nS=S-si, and we can find a vertex UGV(D,) and a vertex 
by V(D,_l) such that H=D[(S-si)u(a,b}] and D-V(H) are strong. In the case 
s~~N+(D,_~), there exists a vertex x in Dz such that D[(S-si)U{X,X: >] and 
DC(SiJT)U(~(Di)-x)l are strong. Now we consider the remaining case p= 3. 
If IV(Dz)l 24, then Dz has a 3-dicycle C (see [4]), and D- V(C) is strong. If 
I V(Dz)l = 3, then D is 3-connected and of order 8. It is easy to check that D is cycle 
complementary. 
Case 2. r=2: We may assume that r=2 for any separating set S of size k. Since 
N+(D;)=S=N-(Di)and D;+O;, the digraph D has a 3-dicycle. Hence, it is immedi- 
ate that D is cycle complementary if k 3 4. In the remaining two subcases k = 2 and 
k = 3 we shall show that D is also cycle complementary. 
Subcase 2.1. k = 3: In this case we can easily find a separating set S = { si , s2, ~3) 
such that s1szs3s1 is a 3-dicycle of D. If IV(D;)I>2, let a,a,...a,a, be a Hamiltonian 
dicycle of 0; and bI . . . b, be a Hamiltonian dipath of 0;. 
Suppose t 2 4. Because S = N+ (D;), we may assume without loss of generality that 
ai~N_(si). It follows that az dominates ai for i=4, . . . , t (otherwise, a,a3...aia2 is one 
of the two complementary dicycles of D). If N-(S)n( V(D>)- {a,, ~~,a~})#& then it is 
easy to see that D is cycle complementary. Therefore, we may assume that 
N-(S)n V(D;)= { a,,aI,az). If a,a,eE(D), then 0; -a2 is one of the two strong 
complementary subdigraphs. If u,u,EE(D), then u1a2a3a1 is a 3-dicycle and 
D- {aI,az,a3} is strong. 
Suppose t = 3. Since D has at least 8 vertices, we have L > 2. If N+(D,- 1) n S #& 
then 0; and D- V(D;) are both strong. So we may assume that N+(D,_ i)nS=@If 
there is no arc between S and D,_ 1, then we deduce that 0; +S and there exists no arc 
from 0; to S. It follows that S dominates D1 and the 3-dicycle s1 bI a, s1 is one of the 
two complementary subdigraphs. Therefore, we need only consider the case S-D,_ 1. 
Since D is 3-connected, D has the arcs UiS,, for i = 1,2,3, where ml, m2, m3 is a permu- 
tation of 1,2,3. Assume without loss of generality that ml = 1. In the case a2sz~E(D), 
the dicycles a3aIsIb,a3 and azszs3bI... b,_ 1 a2 are complementary, and in the case 
azs3eE(D) we can find analogously two complementary dicycles of D. 
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Suppose t = 2 and ( V(D,) 1~ 2 . Then p >, 3, since ( V(D)( >, 8. Because D is 3-connec- 
ted, we have N-(D,)nS#@. Assume without loss of generality that slbI.,,,,I+l~E(D) 
and a,sl~E(D). If a2s2eE(D), then slb,,(,,,,+,... b,a, s1 is one of the two complement- 
ary dicycles of D. Otherwise, u2sl, a2s3, a, s2 GE(D). But now we can find again two 
complementary dicycles of D. 
We observe that the initial component of D-S is the terminal component of the 
converse of D-S. So, by the proof above, it remains to check the case 
II/(D,)I=IV(D;)I=1.ItfollowsfromII/(D)I~8thatpb3.SinceIN-(D2)nSJ~2and 
IN’(D,_,)nSI~2,thereexistsavertexsiinSwithsi~N-(Dz)nN’(D,-,).Butnow 
H=D[{bI,al}u(S-si)] and D-V(H) are strong. 
Subcase 2.2. k = 2: Suppose I V(D;)I, I V(D;)[ 22. Then there exist al, u2c V(D\) and 
br, b,EV(D;) such that C’=alslblar and C”=a2s2b2a2 are two vertex disjoint 
dicycles of D. Let C be the maximum dicycle in D- V(C’) with V(C”)G V(C). If 
V(C)uV(C’)= V(D), then we are done. If Q=D;-(V(C)u{bI})#& then let 
HI, . . . . H&qbl) be the strong components of Q. It follows that N-(H,)n V(C’)#@ 
and the subdigraph D[ V(C’)u V(Q)] is strong. Analogously, it is straightforward to 
verify that D- V(C) is strong. 
If I V(D;)I = 1 (we write 0; = {u}), then D[S] is semicomplete. So we may assume 
that s1s2~E(D). 
Suppose I V(D1) I= 1. If p = 3, then D2 and D - V(D2) are strong. If p > 4, then 
N-(D,)nS#(band N+(D,_I)nS#O. Inthecase N-(D2)nN+(D,_,)nS#0wecan 
easily find two complementary dicycles of D. In the other case there exist a vertex SiES 
and a vertex x E V(D,) such that C = SixUSi is a 3-dicycle and D - V(C) is strong. 
Suppose I V(D1)l>2. Then 0; has a Hamiltonian dipath bIb2...be such that 
blENf(S) and bIb2...b ,vco,,IbI is a Hamiltonian dicycle of D1. 
In the case pk3 we assume without loss of generality that s1 blcE(D) 
and s,biEE(D) for some 2<i<lV(D1)l. It follows from IN+(D,-1)132 that 
N+(D,_I)nS#@ If b,s,EE(D), then sIb,...bi_IusI and s2bi...b/sZ are two com- 
plementary dicycles of D. If b,s,EE(D), then we can find analogously two com- 
plementary dicycles. 
Now we consider the case p=2. Suppose that D[Su{a>] is not strong. It follows 
that a+s2. 
If there is at least one vertex Si of S with IN+(q)n V(DI)l= 1, then 
S’=(ss-i,N+(si)n V(D,)} is also a separating set of D such that D-s’ has either two 
strong components, each of which contains at least two vertices, or at least 3 strong 
components. Hence, with this choice of separating set, we are in a case that is treated 
above, and so D is cycle complementary. 
If every vertex of S has at least two positive neighbors in D,, then we assume 
without loss of generality that b,EN+(s2). If there exists a vertex bjE{b,, b2, . . . , be-x} 
with blmI bjEE(D), then D is cycle complementary. Therefore, let bi+bl-1 for 
i= 1,2, . . . , e-3. If N+(s2)n(b2,b,, . . . . b,_,j #0 or N+(s2)n V(D,)={b,, bbml,bL}, 
then it is easy to see that D is cycle complementary. So it, remains to check the two 
cases N+(s2)n V(D,)= {b,_ 1, bL} and N+(s2)n V(D,)= {bI, be}. Assume without loss 
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of generality that N+(sZ)n V(D1)={be-r,b,}. We conclude bi+sz for 
i= 1,2, . ..) bt_2. If b,_,b,~E(@ or N+(sl)n(bz,b,,..., b,_,}#& then it is not 
difficult to show that D is cycle complementary. Therefore, we may assume that 
b&-z and N+(sl)nV(D,)={bl,b~}. But now slblbz...be_3asl and 
s1 b, _ 1 b, b, _ 2 s2 are two complementary dicycles of D. 
By the observation that the initial component of D -S is the terminal component of 
the converse of D-S we obtain the desired result. 
For the opposite direction it is immediate that a 2-connected, 2-diregular locally 
semicomplete digraph with 2m + 1 (m 3 4) vertices is not cycle complementary. 
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